
Start your adventure with SMART HOME.



Explore the benefits of home automation with 
FIBARO STARTER KIT. Five intelligent devices 
together with Home Center Lite will introduce you 
to a smarter way of living. Installation is fast and 
easy, it does not require any changes to the 
structure of the building. The devices are ready 
to use in just a few minutes and they enrich 
any space with their unique, organic design.

 
FIBARO System gives you endless possibilities 
of customization, everything depends on your 
preferences and needs. It helps to take care 
of your loved ones, allows you to remotely 
control your home, save time and money. 
Soon it will be hard to believe that you have 
ever  lived  without  FIBARO.

Your home can be smarter than you think.
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HOME CENTER LITE is a new FIBARO System 
controller. Miniaturized central unit designed 
to manage any home automation system working 
on a Z-Wave protocol. Device features a new 
recovery system and backup cloud system. 
Fast communication with FIBARO sensors and all 
Z-Wave devices ensures comfort and safety for 
you and your family.

Brain of Your Home Senses
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Feel safe and find your peace of mind

With FIBARO STARTER KIT you can take care of your loved ones and property in a completely new way. 
It will help you to lower the risk of unexpected events and minimize the damage if the worst happens. Whenever 
a threat is detected the system reacts autonomously by running a preprogrammed scene, created for a specific 
situation. You will also get a notification on your mobile device to take further actions if necessary.
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MOTION SENSOR will inform you about any 
visits of uninvited guests. Combined with other 
devices it can take further actions to protect your 
valuables and property, i.e. close the door locks to 
prevent a burglar’s escape before the police 
reaction.

Eye on everything
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SMOKE SENSOR detects even the smallest 
amounts of smoke. In case of fire threat, together 
with other devices it will take actions to protect 
your family and prevent the fire from spreading. It 
may start the scene that shows the evacuation 
route with lights, cuts off the electricity and 
ventilation supply in a room engulfed in flames.

Security nose
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Checking fingers

FLOOD SENSOR will inform you about any 
leakage, so in case of emergency you can act as 
quickly as possible. Thanks to its compact size it 
can be put even into hard-to-reach places to 
avoid water damage at your home or flooding of 
the neighbour’s property. 
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With FIBARO STARTER KIT you can introduce
energy saving and environment friendly solutions 
in your home. Home Center Lite allows you to 
create detailed statistics of energy consumption 
and locate the most energy-hungry appliances. 
Analysis of electricity usage becomes easy, what 
helps to lower your monthly bills.

In the STARTER KIT you will find a Wall Plug, 
remotely controlled, compact, plug-n-play outlet 
adapter with power metering feature. It can 
switch off unused or broken devices. With Motion 
Sensor you can adjust the lights in any room 
to turn on and off only when needed. The device 
distinguishes people from animals, so there is no 
need to worry that cat or dog will increase 
your bills. 

Lower your bills and take care of the environment
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Sense of lock systems

DOOR / WINDOW SENSOR is a wireless, 
battery operated, magnetic door / window 
sensor. To be used with doors, windows, garage 
gates, roller blinds, etc., in home automation 
scenes, security, monitoring and safety systems.
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WALL PLUG an intelligent, remotely controlled 
outlet adapter with the ability to measure power 
consumption. This highly functional Wall Plug 
adapter can be plugged into any electrical outlet, 
which then gives a possibility to control the 
electrical devices in a convenient, maintenance
-free way. 

Ultra plug & play
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FIBARO System means endless 
possibilities for you and your family. 
FIBARO STARTER KIT is just the 
beginning of your adventure with home 
automation. There are many other 
devices with unique functionalities 
waiting for you. Exploring each of 
them will open new possibilities and 
make  your  home  even  smarter.

Because with FIBARO the only 
limit is your imagination!
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Welcome to the FIBARO connected world!
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With HOME AUTOMATION you will live more comfortable and save more time. FIBARO System allows for 
integration of many home devices and appliances to make them work together. Thanks to downloadable plugins 
you can control other devices connected to your LAN network. Control multimedia devices, alarm systems, 
intercoms and many others from the tip of your finger using FIBARO App. 


